
34 Brilliant Ways to Repurpose Your
Wine Bottles

As a vase:
A wine bottle can be filled with water and used as a
vase to hold fresh flowers or other decorative items.

As a rolling pin:
A wine bottle can be used as a makeshift rolling pin in
a pinch. Just be sure to thoroughly clean and dry the
bottle first.

As a soap dispenser:

Fill the bottle with hand or dish soap for the kitchen
or the bathroom.  An opaque bottle is best.  Add a
pump dispenser to the top after bottle is thoroughly
cleaned.

As a bird feeder: 
A wine bottle can be transformed into a bird feeder
by attaching a feeder kit to the bottom of the bottle
and hanging it from a tree.

As rainbow lanterns:
Paint wine bottles a sheer color to make attractive
candle stands for patio railings



As a meat tenderizer:
In a pinch, a wine bottle can make a good kitchen tool
to. Use the bottle to tenderize a steak or flatten your
chicken cutlets.

As a platter for cheese and crackers: 
Wine bottle can be flattened in a kiln and used as a
platter.

As a nightlight:
Place lights with battery in a wine bottle for a
golden glow to send you off to sweet dreams.

Play Spin the Bottle:
Here's the adult version of spin the bottle with an
empty wine bottle.  Have fun!

To make smashed potatoes: 
Use the bottom of the bottle to smash the parboiled
potatoes and then bake to crispy



As a decorative item:

You can have so much fun decorating your used
wine bottles.  They can become a showpiece.

As a kale massager:

Kale is so much more palatable once is massaged
and pounded.  The bottom of a wine bottle is the
perfect utensil.

Message in a bottle: 

Push a note inside the bottle and send it on its
way across the ocean

As a garden border:
Wine bottles can be inserted upside down into the
ground to create a colorful and unique garden
border.

As a backyard fence:
Replace a boring railing with a colorful wine bottles



As a container for homemade vinegar:
Add a pump to a cleaned, empty wine bottle to use
on your salads.  Infuse with herbs and give as gifts

As a lamp:
A wine bottle can be transformed into a lamp by
inserting a lamp kit into the bottle and adding a
lampshade.

As outdoor sidewalk lights:
Forget the solar.  Fill with fairy lights and enjoy a
twinkling way to light your path

As an outdoor chandelier: 
Make a statement with this one of a kind wine bottle
chandelier

Wine bottles make great candle holders. Simply
clean out the bottle, insert a candle into the neck,
and light it up for a cozy and romantic ambiance.

As a candle holder:



As party favors:

Wrap twine around the bottle and decorate with
whatever you desire for inexpensive party favors

As a zen garden for your desk:

Fill a flattened wine bottle with sand and your
favorite succulents for a delightful decoration.

As a bottle for watering plants:
You can get into hard to water spaces that a watering
pitcher wouldn't allow.

As Wind Chimes:
Use a glass saw to score a line around the wine
bottle. Dip the bottle into a bowl of hot water and
then a bowl of iced water to break it along the
scored line.

As a musical instrument: 
Empty wine bottles can be used as makeshift
musical instruments, such as a percussion
instrument by tapping them with drumsticks.



As barbells for a workout:

A wine bottle can be used as a weight for your
workout, you can fill it with different levels of water
or sand for different weights.

As tiki torches:
Great for outdoor parties.  They set a mood for your
tropical themed parties.

As a water bottle:
A clean and empty wine bottle can be used as a
reusable water bottle. This is especially useful for
outdoor activities like hiking or camping

As a weapon:
Wine bottles can be filled with sand and used as a
weapon, if needed.

As a placeholder in boots:
Place a wine bottle inside your boots to keep them
in good shape for your next wear.



Infuse oil with peppers:

As a trick or treat decoration:
Paint bottles Halloween colors and you're ready to
decorate and fill with candy corn

As gift wrapping :
Empty wine bottles can be used as a unique and
eco-friendly gift wrapping option.  Simply place
your gift inside the bottle and tie a ribbon around
the neck.

Add long peppers to a bottle of vinegar and you
have hot sauce as a great gift for your friends

As a placecard on a banquet table
Get everyone in the mood to drink wine at your
party with the table decor used as tablecards
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